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August in Osaka Flattering Foodies with
Japanese Delights in the
	Open-Air

2

Eileen Ford 1922-2014

Last month the founder of Ford Models, Eileen Ford, died aged
92, in hospital in New Jersey. Eileen was a great woman who,
along with her husband changed the modelling world for the
better, especially for the models. They made deals for the models
to be paid, they educated, housed and fed most of their models in
the early years and they were the agency for the best models, not
seeing any real competition until Elite Model Management was set

The D otomb ori area in S outh Osaka is well known among st
foodies from around the globe, with innumerable eateries and
bars serving anything from delicious street food, local standards,
to the most refined and rarest of dishes. This month news is that
a new “corner” is attracting attention, along with high levels of
appetite.
The open-air food court Kadoza Ennichi, located in the midst
of Dotombori, gathers crowds around delicacies brought from
various regions across Japan. In this square of stalls, a variety
of mouth-watering dishes can be enjoyed: from BBQ Kobe-beef
skewers; Kyoto’s famous gold medal fried chicken; Kyushu’s
charcoal grills; to Wakayama’s freshly caught seafood; all very
affordable and prepared right before your eyes. Open daily from
13:00 to 23:00.

S p e cial event s are h eld p erio dic ally at th e Ka doza , wh ere Japan e se
traditional culture can be experienced.

up in Paris in 1977. Eileen and her husband Jerry ran the business
until they sold it in 2007. They had a long and happy marriage until
Jerry’s death in 2008. Eileen was, and still is, a great role model
for young women looking to succeed not just in business, but also
in life. She knew her own mind and wasn’t afraid to work hard
until she got what she wanted. She will be missed by the fashion
world and by all who knew her. She is survived by her and Jerry’s
children, Katie, Jamie, Lacey and Gerard.

It’s hot, it’s humid – it must be summer! Here’s
the roundup of places to be seen and news to be seen talking
about this August!

3

Kendal Jenner’s Star
is Still Rising

Admit it, when you first heard Kendal Jenner wanted to be a
model you thought ‘What, one of those girls from Keeping Up
With The Kardashians? Yeh right!’ Well, actually, she’s thrown off
the sometimes dubious reality TV label and through hard work
is taking the modelling world by storm. She’s been featured in
Vogue and Paper magazine to name a couple. But now, she’s really
landed! She walked the catwalk for Karl Lagerfeld’s Chanel Haute
Couture Fall 2014 show in Paris last month and by all accounts she
did it very well. She is also one of the faces in the Givenchy Fall/
Winter 2014 advertising campaign. Kendal is one to keep an eye
on, as soon she is going to be everywhere!

summer (which is detailed later on in this issue) then her lip colour
balms are just the purchase for you!
See the collection and more here:
h t t p : // u k . r i m m e l l o n d o n . c o m /g e t- t h e - l o o k /c a m p a i g n s /
colour-rush

7

Fake Stylist Accused of Theft

A man who has allegedly been claiming he is Johnny Depp’s
stylist has been charged with identity theft and grand larceny.
He is said to have taken almost $10,000 worth of clothes from
several New York stores after posing as Johnny Depp’s stylist,
as well as Brandon Flowers’ stylist – frontman to the band The

4

Paris Haute Couture Fall 2014

The man in question is David Tripp, a fashion blog ger from
TriBeCa. He has refrained from commenting on the alleged

Talking of Chanel’s Haute Couture show last month, did you see
the pregnant bride that walked down the catwalk for the finale?
It was the talking point of the shows, that’s to be sure. So what
else can we take away from the shows this year? Well there was
Conchita Wurst, yep, the Eurovision winner, modelling for Jean
Paul Gaultier in his finale, extreme leg splits as seen at Atelier
Versace and concrete beading on dresses at Chanel. Sounds like
it was a blast!

5

Killers.

crimes on his blog , however he has said “I can say that the
narrative in which I've been placed is unequivocally inaccurate
and unjust.”

Fashion Fund
8CDFA/Vogue
Nominees
The CDFA/Vogue Fashion Fund Nominees have been announced
at a cocktail party in New York. The lucky ones are; Wes Gordon:

Rosie and Paige

Tanya Taylor; Paul Andrew; Daniel Corrigan and Jake Sargent
of Simon Miller; Brett Heyman of Edie Parker; Natalie Levy and
Grant Krajecki of Grey Ant; Eva Zuckerman of Eva Fehren; Gigi

Rosie Huntington – Whiteley has joined forces with Paige Denim

Burris of Gigi Burris Millinery; Ryan Roche; and Matthew Orley,

to be their new face for 2015. Paige founder Paige Adams-Geller

Alex Orley and Smanatha Florence of Orley.

told Vogue “She will be the face and inspiration of the spring

The nominees will now have to meet with a panel of judges that

campaign when the collection launches in January 2015.” With

include many giants of the fashion world such as Diane von

her endless legs Rosie is bound to make the jeans look amazing!

Furstenberg, Anna Wintour, Andrew Rosen, Steven Kolb, Ken
Downing, David Necille, Marcus Wainwright, Mark Holgate,

6

Jeffrey Kalinsky Reed Krakoff and Jenna Lyons.

Rita Ora for Rimmel

British songstress Rita Ora has released her oh so summer perfect
range for Rimmel. If you’re loving the sheer make up trend for

The winners will receive a significant financial award as well as
mentoring to help them establish their business and designs in
the fashion world. Good luck guys!

En Vie
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trends

Whilst summer is most definitely here, so are

the autumn collections

To keep ahead of the trend we’ve collected together some of the key autumn trends you can wear now
and update for when the weather gets cooler.

for 2014

1. Festival Boots
The go to festival boot this year is the
M orro cc an -inspire d flat b o ot s by D uke s .
Po p py D e l ev i n g n e h a s n’ t b e e n s e e n at a
f e s t i v a l w i t h o u t t h e m t h i s y e a r, s o y o u
k n ow yo u’re o nto a w in n e r! Wea r n ow
with floaty dresses and denim cut-offs. Come
autumn wear with your favourite jeans and a
cashmere jumper.

2.

Heels

Great with bare legs and a tan now,
neon heels will add a summer
splash of colour to any out fit .
If A nna D ello Russo c an’t get
enough of them then you know
it’s a trend you need to buy into,
now! Come autumn team them
with leather trousers and
a crisp white shirt.

	Army
3. Green
Balmain is at the forefront of this
trend; we’ve all seen his Balmain
Army consisting of a couple of Jenner/
Kardashian’s and some supermodels
wearing various tones of khaki green.
Well you can get in on this trend now. Go
for the head to toe look, which is great
with a summer tan in silk blouses, jeans
and dresses now and in autumn try the
shade in a signature leather piece like
Rhianna.

4. The ‘Formal Jogger’
Jogging pants are comfortable, there’s no two ways about it, but they’re only really for the gym or a lazy Sunday
at home. Luckily though the high street and the catwalk have been awash with tapered versions in luxury
fabrics. Team with a flat sandal and vest top for a day at the beach and come autumn add your sexiest heel and
an embellished top.

5.

Throw
Coats

Throw coats are set to be huge this autumn.
They are great for summer as an evening wrap
thrown over barely-there slips and cinched
in at the waist with a statement belt. Come
autumn you will be able to be snuggly warm
(a n d s m u g l y to o) w h il s t yo u r f ri e n d s a re
starting their too late search for the perfect
coat.

6. Saira Flats
These gorgeous flat shoes have been seen on the
feet of Jessica Biel. They are great for summer
in their bright clours, Ikat prints and added
embellishments. For autumn they will jazz up a
jean or jersey dress to keep you feeling bright and
cheerful.

Text & Edit / Jen Lomas fashion blogger @ fashionchuhi.blogspot.co.uk
Images / www.dukesboots.com, www.saira.co.uk, www.topshop.com, www.
zara.com, www.riverisland.com, www.net-a-porter.com
Layout / Jennifer Horstmeier - www.drucktante.de
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E ditorial

Havana Vintage
Photography / Jürgen Angelow
Design / Rafael E . Soau La zo
Production & Make up / Irina Dia z Revé
Models / Carl a Alvarez Aba , Regl a Elianys Zambo Cruz
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Profile

GO

OUT

Photography / Diego Ricci - w w w.riccidiego.com
Hair & Make up / Valentina Macrì w w w.valentinamacri.com
Model / Jessica Qehaja @ EliteModel Mil ano w w w.elitemodel .it
Outfits & Stylist: Hilda Maha w w w.hildamaha .com

F

or photographer Diego Ricci it all began
as a hobby. He took photos simply to post
and share on social network sites without
much interest in the composition, the study, or the
lighting. With the encouragement of his girlfriend,
Diego began to approach his photography as a craft,
which required knowledge and experience.
EV: What has been your most memorable experience
discovering photography?
DR: I never really attended any school or actual
lecture. I did have the luck of attending a workshop
with one of the most talented young photographers
of our time, Alice Rosati. That experience was
fundamental in making me understand that
perseverance, consistency in studying and
researching material is a crucial component of the
job.
EV: What happens at a typical shoot?
DR: It depends on the job. Usually I study a story,
the type of light and the style. I bring with me a few,

simple things such as a fair Reflex, two good lenses
and a reflective panel.
EV: What inspires you?
DR: My principal sources of inspiration are the
first real photographers in history: painters such
as Caravaggio, Rembrandt, and Monet. In addition,
everything related to the fashion world of the past
and present years is a great source of inspiration
for me. The very first artist who initially motivated
me to continue in photography, is Marco Glaviano.
The first photography book I ever bought was on his
works. Helmut Newton is the second one I would
cite because of his unconventional approach to the
technicalities of photography during his time.
To see more of Diego’s work visit:
http://www.riccidiego.com

E ditorial
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Silent

Whispers
Photography & Stylist / Ver a Salikova
Assistant photographer / Dmitry Kar avaev
Assistant stylist / Tanya Turbalova
Make up / Alena Surpa
Hair / Sergey Salykov
Model / Lil (Lilia Sudakova @ Lil as Model Agency )
We express gratitude of White photo studio

Dres: Apollon Bygakof f

Dres: Apollon Bygakof f
Oversize Denim Jacket: R13
Earrings: Magia di Gamma

21

Dress: Galina Vasil'eva
Socks: Falke
Sandals: Marni
Necklace: Magia di Gamma
All Rings: Monica Vinader

En Vie
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E ditorial

Shooting
the Breeze
Collection / The Blue camomile
Fashion design / Rimante Rimgail aite
Photography / Neringa Rek asiute
Model / Dovile Didziunait y te
Hair & Make up / Monik a Briu

En Vie
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Fashion

Pop Goes

My Heart
Text / Erica Van Noy
Photography / Fr ancesco Gastel , Monday Studio LLC
Stylist / Br andon Nichol as BTFL
Make up / Paloma Alcantar
Hair / Witney Willison
Model / Sar ah G - Photogenics

W

hen the clouds of Spring lift and the
sun touches every inch of the city,
excitement ensues. Work continues and
the endless possibilities of how to spend vacation
days envelopes everyone. Amidst all of this joy
however, comes the dread of putting on your suit to
go to work. Traditional suits, while good in Winter,
are much too hot for the Summer months. Begging
the question, how does one wear a suit without
overheating?
Summer brings a lot of good things, hot days being
one of them. As work days continue on as normal,
the struggles ensues in finding the perfect summer
suit. The key is to look for fabrics that have an
open weave, like high twist wools, fresco, linen and
cotton. An open weave allows the body to breathe,
promoting natural airflow to happen and keep the

core body temperature cool. Incorporating lighter
colors will encourage less heat to be absorbed.
Colors such as light blues, white, stone, and shades
of tan remain professional while ensuring you do not
overheat. Lucky for us, designers all over the world
are aware of our struggle.
Each year racks get stocked with the latest and
greatest of summer appropriate professional wear.
With the new found love for pattern play and the
classic combo of black and white, this seasons
professional wear is innovative, fun and enlivening.
Determined to crush the stereotype of “boring
workwear” the classic cut of the blazer is played
up this Summer with loud prints and bright colors.
Bringing an element of fun to even the dullest of
tasks. Allow the spontaneous mood of Summer to
influence your wardrobe this year.

En Vie
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Photography

Love, Love
Photography / Catherine Ramsay Tiny Pieces Photogr aphy tinypiecesphotogr aphy.4ormat.com
Make up / Rebecca Hill - rebeccahillmakeup.com
Styling & Model / Ashley Capri www.viviensmodels.com.au/models/ashley-capri/
Model represented by – Vivien’s Model Management
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E ditorial

Candy
Wasted
Photography / Melissa Cosper
Videographer / Chad Cosper
Stylist / Lacey Rosenwald
Hair & Make Up / Mallory Avaline
Model / Noel Del ano – Brink Models
Pink dress: Michael Stars

En Vie
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Green peplum leather blouse:
Walter Baker
Confetti jeans: Paige

En Vie
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Trend
Beige jacket - American: Silvian Heach
Wide trousers: Custo
Orange belt: Topshop
Visor: Custo
Clock: Just Cavalli
Raf fia Heel Sandal: Mustang

Taste the

Rainbow
Text / Brooke Renai - w w w.garbedge .com. au
Photography / Jordi Pelegri - w w w. jordipelegri.com
Photo Assistant / Leo Scaff
Make Up / Marta Soto
Styling / Mireia Sánchez - w w w.mireiafashionst ylist.com
Model / Itziar Ramos – Sight Models
Photo studio / Studio Entijuana

Jersey cakes: Fred Perr y
Fuchsia cardigan: H&M
Culotte: Custo
Pastel green glasses: Vans
Striped socks: American Apparel
Funners bambas: Mustang

B

reathe. It’s summer time. Cast off the
darkened shadows of winter and embrace
the emboldened hues of the warmer months.
The leaders of fashion have not just led us up the
garden path of colour but they have also caused
an explosion of it in the technicolour trend that
is defining the summer of 2014. The bourgeoning
vintage scene has been given a vibrant rebirth with
this technicolour trend and it is up to you to blur
the lines between the conventional and the cutting
edge.
One can emulate this look with an artistic
perspective that embraces clashing colours fused
with traditional sensibilities. Think of putting a
buzzing blue kimono with a picture-perfect pink
pencil skirt and an iridescent indigo tailored blouse.
If traditional is more your style, keep to a mixture of
similar hues and pair with streamlined silhouettes to

give the look a more sophisticated feel.
However, if you would like to experiment a little
more forget the rules on keeping blue and green
separate or wearing tailored tops with fitted skirts.
Break all the rules and combine the colours that you
love most. Show your daring side by uniting metallics
with muted tones, pastels with patterns and neons
with neutrals. Weave yourself a fabulous outfit that
has panache and most of all individuality.
There are fashionistas amongst us who have a sixth
sense about clashing colours, mixing prints and
building technicolour dreams. Take a leaf out of
their books and build a look based on one of theirs
that inspires you. Be bold, brash and daring and use
every colour of the rainbow if you so desire. The
technicolour trend is a fantastical blurring of shades
to create one harmonious look that epitomises the
bright, joyful and positive feelings of summertime.

Red Jumpsuit: Etxart & Panno
White socks / topos: Topshop
Open white fur tweed & Shoe:
Chie Mihara
Pamela / black visor: H&M
Bracelet grid structure: El Mito de Gea
Collar color ful beads africa:
Concha Piñeiro

Colored silk printed dress:
Jean Paul Gaultier
Trench coat: Burberr y
Green earrings: Vintage –
w w w.parisvintage.net
Print sun glasses reptile 50:
Swildens
Heel sandal: Maria Mare

Jacket worn skin: Guess Jeans
Multi-shirt: Moschino
Wide belt blue reptile: H&M
Skirt lime green skin:
Claude Montana
Glasses 80: Vintage

Jacket worn skin: Guess Jeans
Multi-shirt: Moschino
Wide belt blue reptile: H&M
Skirt lime green skin: Claude Montana
Glasses 80: Vintage
Blue striped socks / red: American Apparel
Red shoes: Nine West

En Vie
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Introd u ction

Liberation
Photography / Shermin T - w w w. sherminT.net
Art Direction, Concept, Styling & Make up / Simone Zbinden, Switzerl and w w w.bperfect.ch
Model / Lisa N @ Scout Model Agency - w w w. scout-model .com
Wardrobe / Tr aumschmuck & Fashion, Germany w w w.tr aum-schmuck .net
Designer / Juju&Christine - w w w. jujuchristine .com
Headpieces / Simone Zbinden
Accessories / Simone Zbinden
Assistant / Simon Liu

S

imone Zbinden, professional Make-up Artist based in Switzerland tells us how she began in makeup, her inspirations
and her goals.

Q. How did you begin in the fashion makeup and styling industr y?
A . About 6 years ago af ter finishing my education as a make-up artist, I started workingas a freelancer. I have been booked by several photographers
here in Switzerland and also I have worked in London, Australia and Mallorca as head make-up artist at fashion shows. I have been booked for many bridal
make-ups as well. At the same time, I have created loads of my own concepts, for which I have been looking for great photographers and models to realise
them.
Q. What inspires you as an artist?
A . Sometimes I look through images from great artist, like photographers and make-up artist and get inspired by them. It happens quite of ten that
suddenly an idea crosses my mind, then I immediately sit down and start creating, e.g. head pieces, face charts, all the jeweller y that I will need, dresses,
etc. It is quite common for me to get more and more ideas while doing makeup. I do not have to think about them, they just come up.
Q.Tell us about the look you created in the attached photo
A .Well, for this special concept, it all started with the head pieces. When I finished them, I was looking for dresses, that would fit. Then I got to know
Shermin, a talented photographer that is living in Zurich for a few months and I asked him, if he was interested in collaborating with me for this project.
Af ter this, I was searched for a model. I already had the look I wanted in mind and Lisa just fit per fectly to complete our team.
Q. What are your upcoming projects and goals?
A .My most important goal is to be per fect in my job as a make-up artist and having the possibility to work in this industr y for as long as possible. Make-up
is my passion, and creating my own concepts and shootings is one of the most beautiful things for me. There are quite a lot of upcoming projects, such as
photo shootings, weddings, etc. I also teach other make-up artists, which I really love to do.
Right now, I am planning another editorial shooting with Shermin. Also for this one, we are searching for a model with a special look.
Check out more of Simone's work at w w w.bper fect.ch .

En Vie
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E ditorial

Forever
Youth
Photography & Creative Director / Melissa Cosper
Videographer / Chad Cosper
Stylist / Lacey Rosenwald
Hair & Make up / Malorie Avaline
Model / Hannah Cr awford
Clothing: Marchesa Notte & Lillie Rubin

En Vie
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L abel

In Lusio

Photography / Fer Stein
Styling / Breno Lorenzoni
Beauty / Marcelo Horbatiuk
Models / Lorena Mar aschi
Clothes designed by Fer Stein
Jewelr y by Jana Favoreto

F

ernando Stein who graduated in graphic design
from Norte do Paraná University in Lodrina, in
southern Brazil where he is also from.
After working for six years as a fashion photographer
and art director, he started his career as a fashion
designer in order to make use of his graphic design
knowledge and his interest in fashion. For him, it all
came naturally.
EV: Describe your creative process.
FS: First, I like to create my prints in a way that
influences the body shape. Then I think of my designs as
pieces of a puzzle. I like to mix many colours and let my
instinct control all the creative process.
EV: Who are some of your design heroes?
FS: I admire Mary Katrantzou and Peter Pilotto.
EV: Tell me more about the designs in this collection.
FS: This is my first collection called IN.LUSIO inspired
by the Mexican street artist CURIOT. I created some
prints based on his works. The most important thing was
to mix the urban style with a variety of colours making
an illusion of armour over the body.
EV: How do you stay on top of current design trends?
FS: I do internet research and I try to keep myself
updated on what is going on in fashion. I use sites like
style.com and blogs like fashionista.com
EV: What is your advice for aspiring designers?
FS: My advice is to trust in your talent and never give up
on trying.
Keep up with Fer Stein at
http://www.behance.net/ferstein.

En Vie
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Photography
Top: Comma
Skirt: Dimitri
Bracelet: Vintage
Rings: H&M
Shoes: Marc O Polo

Simple White
Photography & Styling / Ina Seyer
Hair & Make up / Andrea Jansen http://makeup-visions.de
Model / Leyl a from M4 Model Management Hamburg - w w w.m4models.de

Dress: Sandro

Top: Zara
Skirt: H&M

Top: H&M
Dress: Sandro
Necklace: Primark
Shoes: Tom Tailor Denim

En Vie
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Interview

Designer
Lie Sang Bong
Text / Jiyon Kim
Backstage & photo cuts is:
Backstage of Lie Sang Bong SS13 Collection,
Courtesy of Lie Sang Bong
Photogr aphed by Alex Giomo
designer`s portr ait images:
Courtesy of Lie Sang Bong

L

ie’s avant-garde clothing has been seen
throughout the world and some of the biggest
celebrities you can think of, including Lady
Gaga, Beyoncé, Juliette Binoche, Yuna Kim, and
South Korea’s First Lady have worn his garments.
He has collaborated with top Korean companies
such as Samsung, LG, and Kumho Group to create
“Lie Sang Bong” limited editions of mobile phones,
computers, home décor, and interior design. En Vie
was able to have an interview with this most well
known designer in Korea.

LSB: I started to show at NY fashion week from
the FW14 collection instead of where I used to
show, Paris for nearly 11 years. Also, I am planning
on opening a flagship store in NY, which is a new
adventure for our brand but at the same time a very
exciting change for us. I will keep showing my ready
to wear collection in New York but also working on
an idea of presenting a couture collection in Paris.
Please stay tuned.
EV: Where do you get your design ideas?

EV: What inspired you to become a designer?
LSB: I used to study acting, but I ran away just a few
days before my first performance. Since then, I was
looking for what I really wanted to do and found my
passion for fashion. Fashion was a perfect tool for me
to express my thoughts, inspirations, and emotions.
Using my background in theaters, I always curate my
fashion shows and exhibitions from a performance
perspective.
EV: What is your business plan in overseas and
especially in the US?

LSB: I get inspired through all the things that I see,
hear, feel and experience today. I especially get a lot
of inspiration from my travels.
EV: Your thoughts on having had many collaboration
works in diverse areas?
LSB: Yes, Luckily I had many amazing opportunities
to collaborate expressing my creative freedom.
Fashion, art, and culture are all part of our lifestyles.
Each has its own characteristics and meanings but it
falls under the category of what we enjoy in our lives.
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Fashion

Mix Mash
Photography / Cl aire Pepper - w w w.cl airepepper.co.uk
Hair & Make up / Camill a Hewit t - w w w.camill ahewit t.co.uk
Model / Emma S @ Models 1 - w w w.models1.co.uk

C

C
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Photography

Black. Or. White.
Photography / Simon Everiss
Model / Maddy from Chadwicks
Stylist / Megan Quigley
Hair & Make up / Lyzah McManus
Model / Maddie from Chadwicks
Designer / Soot-ii Hothersall
Shoe Designer / Susie Sawaya
Jeweller y Designer / SixD

En Vie
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Photography

Hunger
Fashion

Photography / Giulia Hepburn w w w.giuliahepburn.com
Models / Adriana Gr ander, Lena Zhukova @ 2morrow
Model - w w w.2morrowmodel .it
Stylist / Federico Berlingeri
Make up / Monica Fallocco
Hair / Rik a Liddell
Assistant / Tania Piccolo, Shane Shallot t, Iris Piovano
Special thanks to Paolo Ranzani.
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Romantic

Gion Iro
Soft pink cherry blossoms
against the passion red
Pastel-hued butterflies
against the mysterious black
delicate to the touch
Just like the sunrays
that caress my skin
Floating through narrow cobbled roads
on my tall traditional okobo sandals
Finding my way in an ancient city
where the past and present
twist together like the golden
bow around my waist
the multi-tiered pagoda frame my vision
of a world of peace and beauty and love

Text / Esperanza Urbaez
Photography / Luc-André Paquette - www.LAPart.ca
Model / Nadine Charlotte Korebrits
Make up / Yuki Haba
Hair / Miyuki Kawano
Kimono & Styling / Maiko no Oheya
Location of photo 1-2-3: Santouan - http://santouan.com/

I rise with the sun, the center of our world
I rest with a warm cup of green tea
at the end of the day
The deep blue sea hugs this island nation
Like the luscious silk that hugs my body
A kimono life of patience and appreciation
Slow paced movements to capture every breath
As the world rotates, full of violence and fear
I choose to meditate on the simplicity of life
Flowers in my hair, Red on my lips
I ponder on my surroundings
balance and tranquility create my wealth
Fresh air, white clouds, blue sky carry me
My mind flutters to quiet ecstasy
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Fashion

Blonde

FURY

Photography / Janna Kuzko - w w w. jannakuzko.com
Model / Anna Svidersk aia
Shoes: Dsquared2
Top: H&M
Shirt: River Island
Accessor y: Sunligh, H&M
Coat: Sewn for a photo shoot
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Trend

Pastel

Princess
Text / Jen Lomas Fashion Blogger @
fashionchuhi.blogspot.com
Photography / MW Photogr aphy
Hair & Make up / Katarz yna Boguck a
Model / Kl audia @ MO Management

S

ummer is here so the last thing I want to do is
walk around with a full face of heavy makeup.
Do I want foundation melting into my crisp
white collar, mascara pooling in the creases of my
eyes for a fetching panda effect? I think not! So
I’m sure you’ll be as relieved as me to hear that
the makeup trend this summer is sheer makeup.
Do not worry though, this does not mean wearing
zero makeup. You can wear lighter, more summer
appropriate products.
For example, instead of a sturdy foundation which
is required in winter to brave the elements and give
you a flawless, healthy glow, why not try some tinted
moisturiser (with SPF of course) or BB cream? Prep
your skin first with a light primer to make sure your
base goes on smoothly. A mere hint of bronzer across
the cheeks, nose and chin, or a hint of cream blush
on the apples of your cheeks should give you enough
colour without suffocating your skin. As for blush,
forget brown or russet tones, this summer is all about
the pastels! Try a sugary pink or peach tint that could
double up as lip colour, or a gorgeous bright orange.
Sheer makeup means no colour right? Wrong! There
are now some great sheer pastel eye shadows out
there. Translucent powders, creams and pencils
are all readily available from most drugstores and
department stores these days. If you have brown eyes
look for blue and purple shades, green eyes suit pale
peaches, pinks and purples; whereas blue eyes need to
avoid blue tones for fear of making your eyes look dull.
For blue eyes peachy pinks or pastel greens work best.
Keeping the pastel theme going on lips helps to avoid
the overly done look that just doesn’t fit with our
floaty summer outfits, so try a lip tint or lip stain in
peach, pink or coral.
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Trend

Exquis Affaire
Text / Erica Van Noy
Photography & Post-production / Marta Varel a
Model / Ana Sarmento
Make up / Sor aia Vilel a
Assistant / AndrÉ Santos
Jewels: 'Af faire Jeweller y

A

s the saying goes, 'history repeats itself'. The
same can be said for trends in fashion. Many
of the latest innovative and fresh trends are
inspired by looks of the past. I am fascinated and
intrigued at how creatives in fashion interpret and
add a unique spin to classic looks. The over-sized
accessories trend for example, never seems to get
old. Designers continually amaze us with shocking
new ways to display it. The versatility in it is quite
remarkable, which explains why it is a long lasting
staple.
Because fashion mirrors the world, and today’s
society is filled with opinionated and resilient
people, “rules” in fashion are being encouraged to be
broken every day and women in a particular are in a
unique position, fashion is lifting the limits that are
placed on them. Boundary pushing accessories such

as ear cuffs and large chain necklaces encourage
women to step outside the norm and stand out. No
matter your personal style, over-sized accessories
can be incorporated into any outfit. Collections
such as Chanel S/S 2014 featured a wide variety of
over-sized pearls, while Lanvin S/S 2014 focused on
loud, NYC street style accessories. The luxury brand
´Affaire Jewellery, featured here, offer a classy spin
to the chunky look.
Bigger is better when it comes to this season's
accessories. So be loud, courageous and
adventurous. Taking risks in fashion is invigorating
for your soul. A change of pace in your style choices
can lift your mood on those unbearably hot Summer
days and in turn open the doors to a world of
possibilities.
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Photography

In Living
Colour
Photography / Patrick Siemons
Make up / Hilda Jonkman
Model / Anmire Vugs
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Introd u ction
Linda Farrow / Boris Bidjan Saberi BBS/2/3

VINTAGE FRAMES
Photography & Text / Alexandre Pask anoi - w w w.pask anoi.com
Stylist / Miu Koridi – w w w.MiuKoridi.com
Hair / Weena Jérôme - w w w.Weena Jerome .com
Make up / Lisa – w w w.l afab.co
Model A gency / Myriam, Marilyn - Scoop Agency Montreal - w w w. ScoopOnline .ca
Accessories: Vintage Frames - w w w.VintageFramesCompany.com
Shot with vintage camera FED3, 1961

Hugo Boss
by Carrera 5163 48

O

ne of my latest projects involved a
collaboration with Vintage Frames
Company. I photographed with my old
film camera FED3 that used to belong to my
grandfather. I connected my FED3 via trigger
to Elinchrom set up to create a studio light
surrounding.
As for Vintage Frames, this company is known for
their large collection of unique brand name glasses
(from 50′s to 80′s) handpicked from all over the
world. I was happy to be offered just a few the most
original frames from their enormous collection. FED
3 has been with me since I was eight years old. It was
the first camera that I ever held in my hands long
before I wanted to become a photographer...
It was a Soviet rangefinder camera mass-produced
from 1934 until around 1990. FED was also the
name of the factory that made it. Until 1955, the
factory made a huge number of cameras that was
an exact reproduction of the German Leica. So you

may also call it – the Soviet Leica. The one that I own
(FED3) was made around 1961. I am so glad that it
still functions well enough for me to create many
interesting, vintage style photographs.
At first, I wanted to experiment with my FED 3
camera and create a few series of photographs with
a peculiar dark lines effects, sort of ‘From the past
to the present’ theme. Ironically, it was very exciting
to wait one week for the development of film to
discover the results.
The whole process of experimenting with those
pictures led me to my final result project. I wanted
to create an art drawing stylization of my photos and
accentuate the Vintage Frames on the faces of the
models. I did it on purpose in order to demonstrate
the complex and inverse direction from the analog
film through the digital processing to an artistic
drawing.

Gianfranco Ferre 112/S 0 01

Claude Montana / Alain Mikli 150 11

Courreges 995

Hugo Boss
by Carrera 5150 11
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Photography

VANITY

CASE
Photography / MEGAN POPELIER
Model / HARMONY MILLS
Hair & Make up / CHRISTINE QUACH
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Accessories

ANGELA CAPUTI
GIUGGIU’
Text / Cristina Vannuzzi
Photography / Alessandro Bencini

H

ere is the story of a talented Italian
artisan from Oltrarno, Florence.
We are in Florence, with Angela Caputi
Giuggiù, teacher of jewellery , and who owns a
factory made up of women. It is like stepping
into a wonderland full of fabulous items where
the beauty of plastic, the colours of Bakelite,
resin and various materials and the play of
evanescent transparencies create emotions.
The entry of Angela Caputi in the world of
fashion dates back to 1975, her first jewellery
pieces were inspired by the American cinema
of the first half of the 1900s and are designed
to for a woman to wear in her daily journey.
They are unique creations made specifically for
fancy clothes and as accessories for costumes.
In 1981, Giuggiu’s brightly coloured bijoux,
creations boasting were chosen to accessories
the characters of the historical American series
‘Dynasty’. In the following years, the brand has
been gaining popularity for its coloured jewels in
the world of entertainment on the big and small
screens.
Her jewels are true works of art. They are housed
in museums such as at New York’s Fashion
Institute of Technology, the Metropolitan
Museum of Art in New York and the permanent
collection of the Museo degli Argenti in Florence.

Enjoy more of Giuggiu’s work at
http://www.angelacaputi.com/.

E ditorial
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Isolated

Beautifully
Photography / Michael Knight - w w w.michaelknightfotogr afia .com
Model / Colleen C. of Streamline Model Management
Make up / Shataya Worth - w w w. shatayaworthmakeup.com
Fashion designer / Ayasa Afi
Hair / Kia Sterling - w w w.kiasterling .com
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Fashion

Tim Labenda
Spring/Summer 2014
Photography / Bastian Jung
Model / Charlot te Nolting @ Modelwerk
Hair / Maki Tanak a
Make up / Natsumi Narita
Photographer Assistant / Adam Kaniowski & Bastian Achard
Set Assistant / Dejan Poletan
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August

2014

Forecast from the Stars
by Hepzibah
Illustration / Anna Jasinski
w w w. annajasinski.com

Aries March 21 - April 19

Cancer June 21 -July 22

L

A

i f e h a s b e e n go o d f o r a w h il e , b u t
don’t get too carried away; you need

comfortable month for Crabs as
water dominates your char t you

to take care with anything that involves

will be swimming comfortably and

risk – and watch your temper too. Try to

h a r m o n i o u sl y in yo u r n ati ve e l e m e n t .

avoid foreign travel mid-month, better

The yearly financial peak that began last

to take an ‘interior’ journey and do some

month gets even stronger this month

inward reflection on your past and past

bringing money rolling in from many different sources. Career

lives.

opportunities are seeking you out, rather than vice versa.

Taurus April 20 - May 20

Leo July 23 -August 22

Y

T

ou will be seeing the result of
recent changes as M ercur y moves

his looks to be a fun-filled, energetic
month for all Lions. If your job

ver y speedily through your Horoscope.

sit uati o n s e e m s s t re s s f ul a n d p e r h a p s

Finan ce s lo ok go o d an d m on ey c an b e

unstable this month, don’t worr y as

earned in happy ways as long as you

job oppor tunities abound for you and

keep harmony in your life. It is important

financial windfalls come. Mid-month you

to get plenty of rest & relaxation,

may need to exercise more patience, especially when driving. A

especially before the 22nd.

good travel opportunity comes after the 28th.

Gemini May 21 -June 20

Virgo August 23 - September 22

T

M

his is an excellent time for
c re atin g o p p o r t u nitie s f o r c a re e r

ars squares up to Uranus early in
the month so this is not a time for

a d v a n c e m e n t a s yo u r n a t u r a ll y s h a r p

taking risks. Take it nice and easy; avoid

min d is even sharp er an d yo ur natural

arguments, especially at work, and

communication skills are magnified

dangerous places or dangerous people.

now. This is a great p eriod for writers ,

D reams will ten d to b e b oth p rop h etic

teachers, journalists and media people. Make sure you keep

and revelatory. Especially take notice of

your focus on your emotional and family life, this will ground

any co-incidences.

you.

Libra September 23 - October 22

P

C apricorn D ecember 2 2 January 19

lanetary power is flowing towards you

to you; act from what you think is right. This

A

is a time to focus on your spiritual practice,

o f t h e m o n t h is di f f i c ult to d e a l w it h;

and to clear the inner blockages to the flow

maybe overspending is the main problem.

and your happiness, your success is up

of the Higher Power. If you feel a need for
more solitude, then go with it.

sudden expense in the home or with
a f amily m emb er at th e b eginning

W a t c h y o u r t e m p e r, v o i c e t o n e a n d
body language this month as there is the chance of a financial
disagreement with a parent figure.

A q u ari u s J an u ary 2 0 –
February 18

S corpio O ctober 2 3 November 21

L

C

ove seems good as there is harmony
with your beloved and happy social

ommunic ations are m ore dif f icult
and people more likely to overreact,

meetings. The only problem is a tendency

so take it nice and easy, watch the temper

to be too per fectionist, too critical, too

an d b e patient . Frien dships get tested

analytical. This attitude will kill any feelings of romance, so try

mid-month, not necessarily because of
you, but from events happening in their

to find harmony where possible. It will take effort, but it can be

lives. Continue to work to attain mental clarity on your finances

done.

- things are better than they seem.

S agittari u s N ovember 2 2 December 21

Pisces February 19 - March 20

agittarians have a natural interest in

T

theology, religion and metaphysics. In

l a t e l y, b u t t h e l o v e p l a n e t i s m o v i n g

many cases it is not that developed, but

sp e e dil y f o r wa rd . T h e main c hall e n ge

the innate interest is there. Therefore,

in love is bridging the differences

S

here may be a lull in the partyperiod you have been experiencing

this is a month to go deeper and there are

b e t w e e n yo u . Yo u a r e m e e t i n g

philosophical breakthroughs for those who

p eople with opp osite p ersp ec tives on life. B ut rememb er

seek. If you are involved in legal issues, this is a good month to deal

when opposites unite you have the most power ful of

with them.

relationships.

